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INTRODUCTION
The need for territory-based policies for sustainable economic and urban development is
prompting governments and academia to focus attention on sub-national territorial levels.
Given the importance of the national, regional and local (municipal) contexts, it is becoming
increasingly important for development planning to grasp sub-national dynamics.
The Black Sea areas of Georgia embrace territories of four regions – Autonomous Republic of
Abkhazia, Autonomous Republic of Adjara, Samegrelo and Guria, out of which the former is
occupied by Russian Federation and is entirely out of effective control of the Georgian
government. Therefore, our study focuses only on the three remaining regions. They have
always played an essential part in the socioeconomic development of the country and
concentrate substantial natural, material and human resources. These three regions
concentrate about 21 per cent of the total population and their joint share in Georgia’s Gross
Value Added (GVA) comprises almost 18 per cent (Geostat, 2018).
At the same time, this relatively vast area is not uniform either in terms of topography and
natural conditions, nor economic profile and settlement types. Besides the city of Batumi - the
second largest city of Georgia with more than 150,000 population and one of its few economic
growth poles, there are two medium-size cities of Zugdidi and Poti with the population more
than 40,000 each, and several smaller towns – Khobi, Lanchkhuti, Ozurgeti, Kobuleti - that have
a status of municipality centre. The economic potential and structure of these settlements are
somewhat different, and there is a particular difficulty to clearly define whether their activity
profiles are fitting in a type of coastal urban settlement or not.
The economic structure of all these cities and towns has undergone dramatic transformation
after the independence: many of the old sectors of the economy have been wholly stopped or
reduced their production volumes without finding any appropriate alternative branches for
proper recovery and new economic growth. This circumstance caused the substantial decline
of the population of all settlements, except for Batumi, over last 25 years. Additionally, many
out of remaining population are unemployed or underemployed, consequently have
insufficient income and, as a result, enjoy a low quality of life. The fact that many of these
settlements are hosting considerable numbers of internally displaced persons (IDPs) from
Georgia's conflict regions (Abkhazia and Tskhinvali region, so-called ‘South Ossetia'), further
aggravates the situation and adds to the vulnerability of the population. Therefore, in order to
assure positive changes, it becomes necessary to raise the competitiveness of the cities, which
means identification of perspective branches of economy and building further growth on them.
Hence, the primary goal of the research is to identify and map the competitive advantages of
the attraction centres of the Black Sea Coastal Functional Region (BSCFR). Thus, the research
answers three strategic questions: 1) what geographic area could be defined as a Black Sea
Coastal Functional Region? 2) what is a settlement hierarchy/structure in the region, and 3)
which cities are the main attraction centres and why?
6

METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
From the methodological perspective, the study utilised a multimodal approach to data
collection and analysis. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used including analysis
of secondary data, structured and in-depth expert interviews. Finally, the findings from specific
parts of the study were cross-validated, informed and/or triangulated using other applicable
methods.
The key method which helped to identify research objectives as well as improve the findings
was a structured panel interview with experts using the Delphi approach. Delphi method
consists of two or more waves of expert interviews. While the first wave is used to establish a
feedback loop and familiarise experts with a research topic, following waves are used as a
feedback mechanism for informing findings. In the presented study, Delphi instrument was
used to identify and affirm the following:




Demarcation and delineation of borders of the Black Sea Coast Functional Region
(BSCFR);
Factors for elaborating settlement hierarchy in the region;
Competitive advantages of the region and its main settlements.

The project team administered three waves of Delphi survey. The respondents were recruited
from the representatives of academia and think-tanks, policy circles, and civil society
organisations. In the first round of the survey, thirteen experts were interviewed who
expressed their opinions regarding the initial ideas of regional delimitation and existing
centres.
In the second round of the survey the project team aimed at reaffirming or updating/modifying
already framed beliefs regarding the delimitation of the region and settlement hierarchy. The
second wave of the survey informed the study's findings regarding the competitive advantage
of the region and those of the key urban centres. In this case, the project team employed
Bayesian Delphi approach. This method entails that the experts had to quantify their prior
beliefs by assigning probabilities to the possible scenarios of development. Through the
probabilistic framework, the project teams measured the degree of confidence the experts
either held regarding their beliefs or were convinced throughout the interview process. The
final wave of the survey was used to reaffirm further and cross-examine the results of the
study.
Quantitative analysis of spatial data was used to demarcate the borders of the region.
Specifically, the team utilised a census block level demographic data collected through the
2014 National Census of Georgia. Corresponding contingency tables and shapefiles were
obtained from the National Statistics Office of Georgia. Data on Georgia's transportation
infrastructure was requested from the Department of Road Transportation, while the Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) was extracted from NASA's Earth Explorer and was processed through
Google's Earth Engine service.
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Economic data, specifically information on operating enterprises in Georgia was based on the
latest edition (April 2018) of the National Statistics Office's Register of Operating Enterprises.
The dataset also contained information about sectoral division of enterprises. Finally, the
information regarding municipality budgets was obtained from the data portal of Georgia's
State Audit Office.
Secondary data was crucial for identifying those sectors in which BSCFR and its key urban
centres hold a competitive advantage. The data which was made available to researchers have
been limited in the following ways. Firstly, currently available information on the added value
are not calculated on the level of settlements (excluding Tbilisi); furthermore, they are not
available also for specific administrative municipalities. Same limits apply to the sectoral
breakdown of employment data necessary to shift-share analysis. This piece of information is
only accessible for larger administrative units such as regions. Considering the
abovementioned circumstances, the project team used proxy measurements for inferring
advantageous sectors of the economy. Specifically, the team estimated sectoral division in
each settlement by calculating the number of enterprises. Settlement-level information was
linked to geographic data through which BSCFR-specific location quotient (LQ) measures were
calculated.
In order to corroborate the findings of the study and identify value chains in the competitive
industries, the project team conducted ten in-depth interviews with experts in agriculture,
tourism, and logistics and transportation. In-depth interviews informed the study relative to
the means of production, supply-demand structure, the role of the state, and relevant value
chains for each sector. Transcribed interviews were coded and analysed using computerassisted qualitative data analysis software MAXQDA.
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BLACK SEA COASTAL FUNCTIONAL REGION
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The region is thought to be one of the most basic geographic concepts. In general, the notion
of region stands for a limited area with a distinctive spatial system that differs it from another
region (Haggett, 1965; Abler, Adams, Gould, 1972; Morrill, 1974 cited in Klapka, Halas and
Tonev, 2013, p.94). Indeed, literature classifies regions into multiple categories. However,
three of them - formal, functional and geographic - are of particular interest for the current
study, as one of the objectives of the research is to delimitate BSCFR by overlapping and
integrating those concepts.
The formal region is defined by administrative boundaries. This type of region is a reference
for administrative entities, as well as censuses and other data collection. As a result, most of
the socio-economic statistics and indicators are available at this level. This situation is also
relevant in Georgia, where despite the insufficient regional planning policies, the data mostly
is aggregated for formal regions.
The functional region, on the other hand, is defined by specific functional relations. As Klapka,
Halas and Tonev, (2013, p.96 ) put it, “functional relations <…> are maximised within the region
(maximisation of intra-regional flows or interactions) and minimised across its borders
(minimisation of inter-regional flows or interactions) so that the principles of internal
cohesiveness and external separation regarding the intensities of spatial flows or interactions
are met”. OECD (2002) defines a functional region as "a territorial unit resulting from the
organisation of social and economic relations in that its boundaries do not reflect geographical
particularities or historical events. It is thus a functional sub-division of territories.”
Thus, functional regions are usually defined by the concepts of labour markets (OECD, 2002;
Karlsson, Olsson, 2006; Cörvers, Hensen and Bongaerts 2009) and mobility (Konjar, Lisec and
Drobne, 2010; Klapka, Halas and Tonev, 2013). However, recent approaches suggest that the
way functional regions (and particularly functional urban regions) are delimitated, should also
consider a broader spectrum of aspects of daily life of the population (Sýkora and Mulíček,
2009). Although functional regions are thought to be the essential tool to understand a spatial
dynamics of the particular area, Georgia's planning system adopted the concept only in 2018
(Government of Georgia, 2018).
Furthermore, functional regions are relatively heterogeneous and tend to develop unique
morphological characteristics. In this light, functional regions with urban cores are particularly
interesting. In those cases, the urban core forms its hinterland (suburban or rural areas) and
provides with services, and is the locus of market activity.
The coastal region is yet another concept, which is mainly defined by the area’s proximity to
the sea coast. However, there is no universal definition of its geographical boundaries. EU
coastal region “is a statistical region defined at NUTS level 3 of the geographical classification
that has a coastline or more than half of its population living less than 50 km from the sea”
9

(EUROSTAT, 2018). Georgia does not have a definition for a coastal region. However, there is
a normatively defined term "coastal zone", which is primarily concerned with land use along
the sea-land interaction line.
The compatibility of functional, formal and geographic regions is an important issue because it
shows how different territorial levels come together to manage and govern the real-life
processes. It is worth mentioning that in most of OECD counties borders of functional regions
are compatible with the borders of the lower territorial level (i.e. municipality), while
geographic – in this case – coastal regions – are compatible with higher (i.e. sub-national)
territorial levels.

SETTING THE SCENE: EXISTING STRATEGIES AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

In recent years, Georgia has made significant efforts to upgrade and elaborate socio-economic
and development strategies on state, regional (sub-national) and local (municipal and city)
levels. However, the numerous attempts to develop a spatial scheme for the country have
failed due to the restriction in Georgian Constitution, which does not encourage a design of
such document till the territorial integrity of Georgia is restored. One of such initiative – "4points Plan for Country's Fast Development: Spatial Arrangement" is discussed in this chapter,
as it was commissioned by the Government of Georgia and is a recommended reference for
other spatial planning projects, such as municipal and urban land use plans.
Thus, the main strategic document concerning spatial-economic development on the national
level is the Social-Economic Strategy of Georgia “Georgia 2020”. It sets general development
goals, however, it operates at the formal administrative level only. In addition to the named
strategy, Government of Georgia has developed several sectorial strategies, such as Tourism
Development Strategy 2025, Rural Development Strategy 2017-2020, Energy Development
Strategy 2016-2025 to name the few. At the sub-national level, Adjara Autonomous Republic
and each formal region (10 of them including Tbilisi) have their own development strategies.
Although those strategies provide comprehensive information on state of the art in the area
of interest, they fail to address specific territorial issues and are a subject of critique due to the
vagueness of recommendations. At the local level, only a few municipalities have elaborated
and adopted development strategies. The reason is a lack of capacity and resources at the local
level to produce such documents (ADB, 2016, p.11). However, another contributing factor is a
lack of data at this level as well as absence or insufficiency of the mechanisms to collect it.
The above mentioned “4-points Plan for Country’s Fast Development” is the first document of
the kind, which elaborates a spatial structure of Georgia by creating regions of the higher
territorial level. In other words, it ignores administrative boundaries of the formal regions and
unifies municipalities into larger spatial systems. The document suggests a creation of a region
along the Black Sea coastal line. The borders of the proposed territorial unit coincide with the
administrative borders of those municipalities, which are located along the coastline.
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SOKHUMI

KUTAISI
POTI

TBILISI
BATUMI

Figure 1: Scheme of the proposed new region along the Black Sea Coast.
Source: 4-points Plan for Country’s Fast Development

The same approach is applied in Regional Development Program for Georgia 2018-2019, which
states that Georgia’s developmental issues cannot be solved at the levels of formal neither
planning regions. Instead, it suggests establishment of a Black Sea Coastal Zone inline with two
other functional areas. According to the document, the Black Sea Coastal Zone/Region has
potential for tourism, agriculture, maritime, and fishing industry; It is an important transit
corridor for Turkey and Azerbaijan.

Figure 2: Scheme of proposed functional areas
Source: Regional Development Program for Georgia 2018-2019

As for the legal framework, Georgia’s existing system of spatial planning is based on the 2005
Georgian law on “territorial arrangement and urban planning.” It defines the general principles
of urban development, the hierarchy and types of planning documents for each territorial
level. However, this hierarchy does not include any plan for formal region. Instead, it allows
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establishment of so called “planning region”, which can be created based on historic-cultural
and/or economic criteria, or to solve a specific spatial issue.
“The Local Self-Government Code”(2014) designates the local self-governments to prepare
spatial planning documents for the territories under their jurisdiction. However, the
delimitation of the planning region is a responsibility of the Government of Georgia and must
be approved by the country’s parliament.
Besides, the regions of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti and Guria have Development Strategies 20142021, while Autonomous Republic of Adjara has both Regional Development Strategy 20162021 and Spatial Development Scheme. At the municipal level, there are no local development
strategies, however the cities of Poti and Batumi, as self-governing cities, have approved Land
Use General Plans.

DELIMITATION OF THE BLACK SEA COAST FUNCTIONAL REGION (BSCFR)

To delimitate the region is, first of all, to agree on which factors/criteria should be considered.
Using the Delphi method as a methodical framework, a panel of independent experts
elaborated a set of such factors. Although trying to comply with the orthodox approaches to
the delimitation process, the indicators allowed for a scarcity of the statistical information in
Georgia.
ABKHAZIA
(OCCUPIED TERRITORY)

The first version (see figure 3) of the region
followed the logic of the existing governmental
strategies described above and proposed to use
the administrative boundaries of the
municipalities along the coast. Despite that this
version received no support among the panel
members, the factor of governance was
described as an important one, stressing that
formalization of the new territorial subdivision
is not feasible, while creating a formal union of
existing municipalities sets the process at ease.

The second version (see figure 4) of BSCFR was
defined by two factors: 1) 10 kilometer buffer
zone from the sea-shore coastline, and 2)
Population density and number of economic
TURKEY
enterprises. The first factor was proposed
Figure 3: BSCFR 1st version
based on a geo-spatial analyses of the
population distribution. According to the 2014 population census, the area within 10 kilometer
from the coast is more urbanized (66%) than the country itself (57%) and accommodates
almost as many people as in any following distance bands (GeoStat, 2014).
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Number of people
Number of urban
population
Number of enterprises

I zone
(0-10 km)
340, 473
224, 091
(66%)
11, 865

II zone
(11-20 km)
84, 151
19, 630
(23%)
715

III zone
(21 -30 km)
126,882
58, 043
(46%)
1, 002

IV zone
(31-40 km)
84, 448
22, 393
(27%)
477

V zone
(41-50 km)
90, 503
15, 514
(17%)
282

Table 1: Distribution of population and registered enterprises in Black Sea Coastal functional Region
Source: GeoStat, 2014
ABKHAZIA
(OCCUPIED TERRITORY)

The second factor adds an economic dimension:
spatial distribution of the registered enterprises
shows the concentration of economic activity
along the densely populated areas. This version
of the region received 3 points out of 13.
However, those respondents, who did not agree
with the proposed versions of the delimitation
of the region, ranked the applied factors highly
relevant.

TURKEY

Figure 4: BSCFR 2nd version
ABKHAZIA
(OCCUPIED TERRITORY)

TURKEY

Figure 5: BSCFR 3rd version

Lastly, the Market Access Index, developed by
the World Bank (2013, p. 14) defines the third
version (see figure 5) of the BSCFR. It is argued
that the competitiveness of Georgia’s cities and
regions is directly linked to their juxtaposition to
the national markets, transport networks, and
international borders. The index uses four
factors: proximity to Tbilisi, proximity to the “Big
Four” (four major cities with the population
more than 100,000), proximity to ports and
proximity to road infrastructure (east-west
highway). It is calculated by counting 50
kilometre buffer zones for cities and ports and
20 kilometer buffer zones for roads.
Applying the same logic, the third version of
BSCFR is delineated by: 1) 50 kilometer buffer
zones for access to both Batumi and ports - Poti,
Kulevi, Anaklia and 2) 20 kilometer buffer zones
for access to an international highway and a
railroad. This version received 7 points out of
possible 13, making it the most acceptable
version of the BSCFR. Besides, the factors used
in this case, are also considered the most
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relevant among other ones, even by those experts, who did not agree with this version of the
region itself.
The second round of interviews justified the third version of the BSCFR with the following
adjustments:





Giving importance to mobility issue, mountainous areas, as largely enclosed areas by
topography, were excluded from BSCFR based on a threshold line of 800 meters above
sea level, the criteria set by Georgian legislation for mountainous areas;
The eastern border of the region was demarcated by the 50-kilometre buffer zone,
excluding Samtredia – the westernmost administrative centre of Imereti region;
Occupied territories inside the 50 km radius are included into the region to underline
the existing dynamics on the level of everyday life of the breakaway region.

ABKHAZIA
(OCCUPIED TERRITORY)

TURKEY

Figure 6: Black Sea Coast Functional Region and its attraction centers
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It should be noted that one of the most repeating remark from the experts’ panel was to use
quantitative mobility data to revaluate the borders of the region. In particular, it was suggested
to apply daily migration and travel time data, which are not currently available for the region
and requires further research.
Proposed functional region includes the areas of municipalities of Zugdidi, Khobi, Poti,
Lanchkhuti, Ozurgeti, Kobuleti, Batumi, Khelvachauri. The area of the region is about 4.7
thousand square kilometers, only 7% of which is urban. It includes two self-governing cities
(Batumi and Poti), 9 cities, 10 towns and 564 villages. The area is a home to 676 thousand
people, which is 18% of the total population of Georgia. The share of the urban population is
46%, which is less than country’s average (57%).
The spatial structure of BSCFR is heterogeneous: 50% of the population live within 10
kilometres from the sea coast, where 6 out of 19 of urban-type settlements are located. This
area is an urban core of the region, which can also be considered to be a core of economic
activity. Two other important spatial axes of the region are located along the international
(E60) and national highways. Those corridors are comprised of agglomeration of villages and
small towns. Other ‘third tier’ territories are considered to be a catchment zone. They are
predominantly rural and mostly include agricultural land or natural areas. Thanks to the Soviet
heritage and plain topography, the entire region is well connected with road infrastructure,
which shows a potential for mobility and transportation of goods among the settlements.
The data regarding economic performance of the region is limited. However, quotient analyses
of the registered enterprises showed that, on the national level, the region is currently
competitive in 10 economic fields, which are related to maritime and fishing industries,
logistics and transportation, tourism, and services (see table 2).

Location Quotient

Typology (NACE rev. 2)

4.25

Water Transport

2.59

Manufacture of tobacco products

2.54

Fishing and aquaculture

2.25

Employment activities

2.18

Warehousing and support activities for transportation

1.91

Water collection, treatment and supply

1.62

Land transport and transport via pipelines

1.51

Accommodation

1.35

Social work activities without accommodation

1.34

Gambling and betting activities

Table 2: Location Quotient Analysis of Enterprises Operating in BSCFR.
Source: Geostat, 2018
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ATTRACTION CENTRES OF THE BLACK SEA COAST FUNCTIONAL REGION AND THEIR
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Functional regions, no matter how vast and populous they are, have urban attraction poles at
the core of their spatial organisation (Klapka, Halas and Tonev, 2013). Those cities (or a
network of cities) manifest a locus of labour market and areas of high economic activity.
However, despite the universal application of the term "attraction centre" there is no universal
definition of it. The statistical method suggests establishing a formal threshold to define what
percentage of active residents of one municipality should be employed in another one to be
considered attracted. In other words, if a municipality sends the highest number of employees
to another one, the host city is considered to be an attraction centre (Antikainen, 2005).
Thus, the cities are put at the core of the global quest for competitively. Although the concept
of city competitiveness predominates both academic and policy papers focusing on economic
development, it is measured differently for each particular case based on different priorities,
endowments and levels of development (WEF Global Agenda Council on Competitiveness,
2016; Malecki, 2002).
The World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on Competitiveness report, The
Competitiveness of Cities (2016), states that “city competitiveness can be defined as the set of
factors – policies, institutions, strategies and processes – that determine the level of
sustainable productivity of a city. Sustainability encompasses economic, environmental and
social issues.” Another definition (Malecki, 2002) suggest that it "can be seen as its ability to
attract, contest, own, control and transform resources, and to contest, seize and control the
market, to create greater value faster, more efficiently and more sustainably, in comparison
with other cities in the process of cooperation, competition and development."
Porter (1990) is the most renowned scholar on competitiveness research. His ‘diamond’ model
evaluates the competitiveness of firms in a particular industry and builds up to the national
economy. The key idea is to understand the role of a general milieu in which the competitive
advantage of the industry was created and sustained (ibid). Porter’s model of competitiveness
of nations is also applied to cities and even districts (Porter, 1995; Begg 1999).
It maintains that overall competitiveness of the city should be evaluated through competitive
advantages of its industries. Moreover, Begg (1999) argues, that “the capacity of a city to
compete is shaped by an interplay between the attributes of cities as locations and the
strengths and weaknesses of the firms and other economic agents active in them.” In other
words, to identify a competitive advantage of a particular city, it is necessary to investigate a
complex set of contextual endowments.
Nonetheless, the competition between the urban attraction centres is not absolute; It is
shaped by the national urban system as a whole and also by the size, function and status of
the city. The more similar urban formations are, the more significant competition among them
16

might occur (Begg, 1999). Thus, “making effective use of urban assets requires that the
differences, as well as the complementarities of cities in the urban system, be recognised and
that there are gains to be achieved from exploiting the characteristics that distinguish cities
and give them their identity” (ibid., p.6).
In this light, to investigate the competitive advantages of the attraction poles of the functional
region also means to evaluate taxonomy, juxtaposition, and the nature of linkages between
those centres.

GEORGIA’S URBAN SYSTEM AND ITS COMPETITIVENESS

For more than two decades, Georgia is predominantly urban; 58% of the country’s population
lives in cities (GeoStat, 2018). Today, Georgian Law on Local Self-government (December 2005)
distinguishes three types of settlements: villages, townships/boroughs (‘daba’) and cities. The
law also states that a city must have at least 5,000 residents and an urban economy, and serve
as an economic-cultural centre. However, the status of ‘city' can also be given to settlements
with under 5,000 if they are self-governing entities or have an ‘immediate perspective of
development.' Townships (‘Daba’, in Georgian), another type of urban settlement, should have
at least 3,000 residents, provide social services and serve as a local economic centre for
adjacent settlements. Based on these definitions, Georgia on the territory under its effective
control has 54 cities and 37 townships, which significantly vary in size and prosperity level.
On one end is Tbilisi, the capital city, which is home to almost 50 per cent of all urban dwellers,
and responsible for almost 50 per cent of Gross Value Added (GVA) (Geostat, 2018). It is
followed by Batumi with more than 150 000 residents. After this two cities, only two cities have
a population bigger than 100 000 (Kutaisi and Rustavi).
Just as population is unevenly distributed across Georgia’s cities and regions, so is GDP (World
Bank, 2013). Regions with intermediate urbanisation rate (35-50% of the population live in
urban areas) and a large anchor city – Kutaisi in Imereti, Rustavi in Kvemo Kartli, Batumi in
Adjara, and Zugdidi in Samegrelo – have significantly higher shares of GDP (ibid. p.9). It is
argued that cities in Georgia could increase their competitiveness by creating agglomerations
or a ‘system of cities’ (World Bank, 2013) based on their inherent advantages.
According to Rodriguez-Pose and Hardy (2017), Georgia’s firms’ competitiveness highly
depends on external – environmental factors, however, place-specific effects are also
pertinent. They argue that despite Georgia's improving position on the global competitiveness
index, local firms, especially in the regional cities, experience disadvantages due to the lack of
financial resources, insufficient transport infrastructure and, most of all shortage of skilled
labour.
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Figure 7: Georgia’s Global Competitive Index 2017-2018
Source: World Economic Forum, 2018
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ATTRACTION CENTRES OF THE BLACK SEA COAST FUNCTIONAL REGION

Considering that there is no formal definition of the attraction centre in Georgia, the set of
factors were developed. The objective was to elaborate which settlements should be
considered as attraction centres and what kind of spatial organisation they manifest. The
research showed that the essential factors were 1) economic activity and 2) availability of
transportation and engineering networks.
Although considered necessary, population number was seen less useful to delineate the
hierarchy of the settlements. According to the expert interviews, a proposed indicator of 100
thousand people for the main attraction centre is too high, considering the demography of the
BSCFR. Accepting this criterion would mean that there is only one attraction pole – Batumi and
other settlements would automatically be classified as supporting (second- or third-tier)
centres. The experts agreed that despite that Poti and Zugdidi do not fulfil this requirement,
these cities function as the main attraction centres. Nonetheless, experts agreed that for the
second-tier settlements are those with a population of 20-50 thousand and third-tier centres
are urban settlements with a population of fewer than 20 thousand people.
For economic indicators, the concentration of economic enterprises in the urban area is the
essential factor when identifying an attraction centre. As expected, the larger the urban centre,
the more enterprises it houses. Another indicator is a budget per capita. However, since cities
in Georgia do not have separate budgets and the data is available on the municipal level only,
the comparison was made by calculating a share of urban dwellers in the total budget of the
corresponding municipality. Other suggested indicators included work-related migration data,
size and revenue of registered enterprises, number of tourists and visitors, natural conditions.
Availability of transportation networks is a prime factor. Among the criteria, the most
important one is proximity to railway (20-kilometer buffer zone) and national or international
highway (20-kilometer buffer zone). Although all main centres comply with this criteria, it
should be noted that there is no direct railroad and road connection between Zugdidi and Poti
and Zugdidi and Batumi. This can be explained by the fact that there is a Kolkheti National Park
between those settlements, which prevented the construction of the direct linkages.
Nonetheless having a critical transportation node, such as a port does not significantly
contribute to the city’s attractiveness. This indicates that 1) the port and its supporting
industries do not generate a significant number of jobs to attract a workforce from the region;
2) local firms do not widely compete internationally and do not produce enough goods to
create a substantial flow towards a port as a leading international gateway.
The formal status of the attraction centre (i.e. administrative centre) is not viable, even though
currently, administrative centres are the locus of public services, including ones provided by
governmental institutions as well as commercial entities. On the contrary, the availability of
the higher education institution in the settlement was one of the highest ranked factors. This
parameter could be justified by the fact that universities attract young population from the
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adjacent areas. Becoming young professionals, they might be reluctant to move back to the
small towns or rural settlements as cities provide more possibilities for employment. Currently,
there are universities in Batumi, Poti, and Zugdidi.
Criteria

Weight

Number of registered enterprises

1

Proximity to the railroad (20 km buffer zone)
Proximity to the International highway (20 km buffer zone)
The existence of a higher education institution
Municipal budget per capita (per urban centre)
Proximity to port (20 km buffer zone)
Proximity to airport (20 km buffer zone)
Formal status of the settlement (administrative centre)
The existence of a free economic zone

0.909091
0.818182
0.769231
0.7
0.636364
0.545455
0.545455
0.545455

Table 3: Ranking of criteria for identification of the main attraction centres

Based on those indicators, Batumi, Poti and Zugdidi are the primary attraction centres of
BSCFR. The second-tier centres include: Ozurgeti, Senaki, Kobuleti, Chakvi; tertiary centres are:
Abasha, Khobi, Chokhatauri, Nasakirali, Ochkhamuri. Moreover, experts agreed that by 2030,
in line with Poti and Zugdidi, Anaklia will develop into the main attraction centre. Batumi will
maintain its frontier position with a probability rate of 92%, Poti and Zugdidi by 55% and 51%
respectively and Anaklia only with 27% of probability rate. The political character of the project
could explain the low probability rate for Anaklia. However, Anaklia as a factor could affect the
development of both Poti and Zugdidi. Relatively low probability rates of development of those
settlements support this argument. As it is advertised, new “Smart City” is to be a sizeable
deep-sea port, which, to some extent will compete for cargo with its neighbour Poti. Likewise,
development of a new economic centre might attract human resources from Zugdidi, thus,
threatening its growth and prosperity.
To discern the competitive advantages of the attraction cities, the panel of experts elaborated
the list of the industries, in which particular cities are currently competitive and will improve
their performance by 2030. The initial list of economic sectors is derived from the Regional
Development Program for Georgia 2018-2019. The list included broad categories:









Industry
Services
Innovation and technologies
Tourism
Agriculture
Logistics and transportation
Education
Healthcare
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Besides, the experts could add more categories and specificity.
The selection of broad categories was determined by the necessity to investigate how cities in
BSCFR participate in the value chains, benefit from the locational factors and how they address
the competitive advantages of other settlements in the region.
The results show that currently, Batumi have competitive advantages in tourism, logistics and
transportation and services. Poti is also competitive in logistics and transportation, and Zugdidi
leads in the agricultural sector. It should be noted that the tourism industry in Batumi and
logistics and transportation sectors in Poti received the highest response rates, signifying the
overall confidence and agreement among the experts. Also, results show that Batumi has more
extensive range of competitive industries, while Poti could be regarded as a mono-functional
town. Economic sectors presented in Zugdidi, in contrary, received the lowest response rates,
signalling the general underdevelopment of the city's economy.
When asked which industry will be the competitive in respective cities in 2030, again, experts
were confident about Batumi, forecasting development of its tourism sector with a probability
of 82%, logistics and transportation with 73% and services with 70%. Similarly, Poti will
maintain its competitiveness in logistics and transportation with 77% of probability rate and
extend its profile to services (60%) and Industry (47%). The high rate of probability for Poti’s
logistics sector indicates that Anaklia, which is an emerging logistics hub, will not compete with
Poti or that experts do not foresee the construction of Anaklia Deep Sea Port at all.
Correspondingly, Zugdidi will also maintain its competitiveness in the agriculture sector,
however, with a significantly lower probability rate (61%). This result can signify that Zugdidi’s
agriculture sector depends on various external factors, rather than on its own, inherited
competitive advantages.
In general, the results show that BSCFR is composed of three key cores and their adjacent
areas. Those cores do not compete with each other, however, at the same time, they do not
cooperate sufficiently to form a system and, consequently, do not benefit from the regional
advantages.
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND THEIR VALUE CHAINS
The presented competitive advantage analysis for tourism, agriculture, and logistics and
transportation sectors is carried-out based on the well-known concept of the Diamond Model
developed by Michael Porter. The approach pays attention to the following components: i)
Factor Conditions, ii) Related and Supporting Industries, iii) Home Demand Conditions, iv)
Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry, v) Government.
The below-presented section is prepared through the in-depth interviews conducted with
experts in named sectors. The collected empirical information was processed and analysed
with the help of Computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software, namely MAXQDA.
The main thematic chapters introduce the in-depth analysis of the competitive advantages of
the target region/destination, which is followed by existed value-chains in the research areas.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND VALUE-CHAIN OF THE TOURISM INDUSTRY
FACTOR CONDITIONS

Physical Environment and Natural Resources
Regarding the physical environment and natural resources of the Adjara region, all surveyed
experts place great emphasis on the pivotal role of the Black Sea side in tourism development.
Furthermore, they consider mountainous Adjara and Protected areas (Mtirala National Park,
Kintrishi Protected Areas, Machakhela National Park, The Kobuleti Protected Areas) as
additional valuable resources in terms of agritourism, ecotourism and adventure tourism
advancement.
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Figure 8: Visitors of the Protected Areas in the Adjara Region by Year (2014 - 2018)
Source: APA, 2018. Note: The data is not available for the Kobuleti PA

According to the narratives, protected areas located in natural resource-rich high mountainous
Adjara along with celebrated wildlife and majestic beauty creates a unique tourism ambiance
for visitors and offers them authentic, high-quality nature-based tourism (e.g. green lake).
Moreover, on the slopes of the high mountainous Adjara different headlands, waterfalls as well
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as ethnographic museums (e.g. Machakhela gorge) are available and are fully adapted for
tourists’ interests.
The Black Sea is distinguished by magnetic sand, which is still an untapped resource. Hence,
experts suggest integrating its medical, as well as refreshing potential with tourism
development to attract more visitors.
Human Resources
Most of the experts point out, that the qualification of personnel involved in tourism services
in the Adjara region, including Batumi, does not possess the required standards that are
needed in tourism service sector. Notably, all the major components of the tourism service
system, such as border crossing point, drivers, guides, receptionists in the hotels, waiters in
cafes/restaurants, etc. should be appropriately trained and qualified to welcome visitors.
Herewith, as one of the main weaknesses indicated by experts is poor English language
proficiency, which in itself, triggers barriers in the interaction process with tourists.
Equally important is to elevate skills in internet technology, which on the one hand, will foster
the dissemination of information regarding accommodation, food joints, etc., on the other
hand, will simplify the management of visitor flows. As a result, such competence will
significantly reinforce the quality of offered services for tourists. It should be outlined, that this
kind of problems are less marked in the branded hotels because they employ highly qualified
personnel with all needed skills in the tourism service industry.
According to the interviewed experts, the service sector in tourism experiences gradual
development trends in terms of the high demand for quality services as well as a variety of
consumers in this market. In other words, strong “monitoring” (reflects on the sales of the
company), as well as feedback on social media (public reviews), is frequently practiced by the
visitors after the trip.
It should be outlined, that the wide range of training provided by the state, private or nongovernmental institutions significantly facilitate the mentioned development processes (see
chapter related and supporting industries/institutions).
“It is much more difficult to deal with the lack of English language skills”
"For Georgians is especially difficult to work in the service sector ... In Batumi out of the ten
points, we can evaluate the service sector with three or four points, because all the conducted
researches show that the quality of the service sector is quite low... but you know the progress
in this regard is also ostensible because of the managers in food joints, administrative units or
in museums who try to somehow improve this field and conduct trainings or other activities so
as to increase their qualification in the region.”
"Much harder is to deal with the problem and increase understanding to avoid offering sixty
degrees "Chacha" to tourist in the morning and represent our hospitality to others in a
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different manner, because some of them enjoy it, but in many cases, it is shocking and
unpleasant for them.”
The Shota Rustaveli Batumi State University provides professional programs in the field of
tourism, which significantly contributes to preparing highly qualified and relevant personnel.
Infrastructure
In terms of infrastructure, experts highlight the need for road infrastructure development,
which among other benefits, will primarily reduce the duration of mobility between
settlements as well as the journey will become more comfortable for visitors.
In the case of Batumi, the problem of the traffic jams is pointed out, which triggers additional
discomfort and hindrance for tourists who visit the city to spend their vacation. In this context,
the experts also discuss the construction of the city bypass, which will importantly alleviate
active transport mobility in the city.
Based on the narratives, experts also point out the necessity and importance of well-developed
recreational-entertainment infrastructure in the region. In assessing this issue, they highlight
that in contrast to previous years, this challenge is more or less addressed (e.g. Batumi
Boulevard meets the season orderly)
"There is one problem if you go to the upper Adjara when you go to Khulo... actually you could
have reached the destination in half an hour, but instead you need approximately three hours
because the road is spoiled”.
"The only section that is vital to the city is the bypass, which will help to redirect the transit
streams and unload the city."
Financial Capital
Different types of financial capital sources are identified by the interviewed experts, including
banks, state programs (e.g. enterprise Georgia), international development-oriented grants,
local and international investments. All of the respondents positively evaluate the financed
projects in the tourism industry within the frame of local as well as international programs.
According to the experts, one of the clear examples of the local and international investments
made in Batumi is also represented by the branded hotels, which are distinguished by their
high standards and service quality.
It should be pointed out, that one of the surveyed respondents highlights the fact, that tourism
seasonality (approx. 3-4 months) in Adjara region creates additional shortcomings to attract
investments.
According to the Ministry of Finance and Economy of Autonomous Republic of Adjara, in 2016
private Investments in Adjara was 428 Million (USD), whereas nearly 32% in a share of tourism.
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Importantly, during the previous years, the indicators were much lower compared to recent
statistics (e.g. 2012 - 152 Million (USD); 2014 - 276 152 Million).
In the frame of Enterprise Georgia, 110 households were financed in the Adjara region with up
to 975 000 GEL.
"The UNDP in Adjara is implementing the agriculture development program, which supports
rural households to develop different dimensions of agriculture. Something connected with
wine tourism or agriculture. Also, within the state program "Enterprise Georgia" good
precedents was seen.”
"Enterprise Georgia, which is widely used in tourism development financed many projects in
different dimensions, including the proper arrangement of guesthouses or food joints in high
mountainous Adjara.”

RELATED AND SUPPORTING INDUSTRIES/INSTITUTIONS

It is notable, that recognizable brand manufacturer, such as Coca-Cola, Natakhtari, etc.
significantly accelerate the implementation of local initiatives in the field of tourism by
improving their infrastructure. Particularly, for further partnership relationship, they supply
the service providers (cafe, bar, food joints) with chairs, tables, refrigerators, umbrellas, etc.
Experts narratives indicate that tourism has the full support of supply regarding to the product
for the accommodation, food joints and so on. It should be highlighted that suppliers are
represented from the region or other parts of Georgia. The respondents also notice the
plethora of the products, including the agricultural production that is imported from the
neighboring countries.
The experts place great emphasis on the explicit potential of agritourism development in the
Adjara region. They consider agri-tourism as one the primary supportive economy to tourism,
which enhancement would significantly strengthen the tourism industry.
"This needs a different approach to be used from the Georgian National Tourism
Administration, more complex and subsidized because it cannot be done alone by local
community"
According to the narratives, as agriculture represents one of the allied sectors to the tourism
industry and is inextricably linked to it, their hand in hand development will significantly
embrace the local tourism development and increase the economic welfare of local residents.
"Development of agriculture is one of the most important factors and it is partially tied to the
development of tourism; if we have a strong agriculture, developed agriculture, it will be a vital
contributor to tourism furtherance as well as to the economic betterment of local residents."
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Besides, this fact will bolster the provision of local agricultural products, which will replace time
to time the imported ones. One of the experts predicts, that the proper balance of demand
and supply in agricultural production will have a huge positive influence on the prices in
cafes/restaurants as well as accommodation establishments. Ultimately, this will promote the
steadiness of prices in the Adjara region, which is considered to be quite high.
Local and International Institutions
There is a wide range of training centers operating in the Adjara region, focusing on the
augmentation of service quality, skills of the personnel, etc. According to the experts, the
Georgian National Tourism Administration offers various trainings, including English courses in
high mountainous Adjara.
Transport system
Unified transport system is not available in Adjara Region; therefore, it is difficult to move
between municipalities as well as to visit tourist attractions especially located in high
mountainous Adjara (e.g. protected areas). The municipal transport is not adjusted and
adapted to tourists; There are no transportation maps for tourists, which makes it difficult to
navigate the city. Tourists does not arrive only to visit the sea, but also to go to a picnic, visit
the protected areas. and they are not able to manage this independently, because it is almost
impossible: "It is necessary to announce the bus stops either in Georgian or English or to make
some inscriptions, like a "runner", that are in buses".
The problem of parking disorderly not only brings inconvenience to tourists but also creates a
sporadic situation as there are both official and unofficial ones, which is confusing for visitors.

INTERNAL DEMAND

International visitors are distinguished by their diverse demands, including in terms of
agritourism. According to the interviewed experts, out of the existing demand agritourism has
a great potential and relevant resources affordable in Adjara region to be welldeveloped“Agritourism is the future so to say". The demand of the international visitors act as
a push factor for the continuing development of tourism services as well as offer
alternative/innovative new products.
Based on the experts' perspectives, the requirements of domestic tourists are quite different
in contrast to international visitors. Domestic tourists are mainly using a small number of
existed services and do not contribute to the development of mentioned industry.
Rivalry
Interviewed experts notice, that the hotel sector in Batumi is not able to fully respond to the
existed demand, moreover number of tourists prevails the amount of accommodation
establishments. Out of the above-mentioned situation, the rivalry between the operating
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tourism companies regarding the prices is not observed. Even so, the representatives of hotels
still pay much attention to the quality of services and try to offer high-quality services to
tourists.

GOVERNMENT

The experts highlight the crucial role of the government in the process of tourism
development. Georgian National Tourism Administration places great attention to retrain
personnel employed in tourism and in general, elevate the quality of services.
One of the main recommendations of the experts in this regard is to take into consideration
the security issues and set appropriate regulations, especially in accommodation
establishments. Importantly, development-oriented regulations are needed in both
construction and tourism.
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND VALUE-CHAIN OF TRANSPORTATION AND
LOGISTICS SECTOR IN POTI
FACTOR CONDITIONS

Environment and Natural Resources
Georgia’s geographic positioning at the crossroads of Europe and Asia and its pivotal role in
the movement of various goods in various directions is named to be a greatest advantage by
all interviewed experts. Key to these operations it the existence of a long usable coastline and
operational seaports of Batumi and Poti, which are seen as key logistical and infrastructural
features.
While the Black sea is seen as a valuable natural resource, absence of a deep-sea ports is seen
as drawback; coupled with partly anthropogenic geological processes such as the disruption of
longshore drift contributes to difficulties for operations for ships with larger capacities. In Poti
harbor specifically, the entry channel has to be cleaned and deepened on a regular basis to
maintain operations. Batumi and Poti harbors are seen as end of the 19th and 20th century
infrastructural holdovers, which do not respond to challenges and sheer size of modern
infrastructural operations.
Most experts therefore agree that development of deep sea harbor in Anaklia area, which has
the best hydrological and physical geographical features for a deep harbor and is a project that
has been considered for decades but not yet materialized – would greatly improve logistical
and infrastructural capacities of Georgia and region in general and black sea coastline in
particular.
Geopolitical factors
Some interviewed experts named challenging geopolitical environment as integral part of their
assessment of the environment for logistics and infrastructural operations. On the one hand,
one expert noted that “being on good trading terms in countries like Turkey, Iran, central Asian
countries and China, we are on the crossroads between Europe, Asia and China and we have a
free trade agreement with China and EU [Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
(DCFTA)]. This gives us great opportunity to be not only a logistical corridor but also a logistical
hub, where cargo is accumulated and then sorted, creating added value” On the other hand,
the geopolitical frictions between parties involved often lead to insurmountable problems and
use of the region’s geographical advantage is often limited. Aside from this, Turkey, largest
trade partner for Georgia (see figure 1), is specifically seen as key infrastructural and
Geopolitical partner and a player in Adjara region specifically.
Human Resources
Both Batumi and Poti have considerable human capital and hereditary knowledge based
around maritime trade. Poti in particular has a decades – long tradition of engineering
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personnel, stevedores and other port workers that could be “transferred to Anaklia port if that
is needed.”
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Figure 10: Georgia's largest trade partners as a percentage of import and export
Source: GeoStat, 2018

On the other hand, most interviewed experts agree that education in logistics and
infrastructure that is more suited for existing challenges is lacking even in Georgian standards
of Vocational Education and Training. First problem is lack of relevant high education
institutions and VET institutions. Batumi-based Navigation Teaching University (BNTU) offers
courses in logistics, but according to one expert most of the students in that course strive to
become seamen or work on ships rather than on the logistical side of things.
Technical University in Tbilisi and Aviation University are among few other high education
institutions that teach qualified courses for logistics and infrastructure professionals.
Other experts have stressed particular problems with specific logistical professions and skills.
“There are warehouses that need consolidation of goods, sorting, all of this needs specific
knowledge and needs to be done very quickly and if you aren’t practiced in these you can’t do
them, these are extremely specific tasks.” The mismatch of the workers skills with the demands
was also highlighted in other interviews.
Infrastructure
The region contains all four of the traditional transport networks – rail, international
automobile throughway, seaport and airport. All four are relatively actively used, providing
employment opportunities for locals.
The existence of a direct rail link going through to Poti seaport – legacy of a 19th and 20th
century local Georgian public figure and public benefactor Niko Nikoladze – is also seen as a
competitive advantage of this transport corridor. “While the quality of this link is another
matter, physical connection exists and it matters.”
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Batumi airport is another asset that the region has. It serves international passengers and
because it is seen as an internal airport for the Turkish side (Turkish company TAV operating it
on a long term contract) Turkish passengers living in borderline regions are using the airport
as well, therefore the airport can be seen as a local hub.
Yet main concern for the experts was the low volume of operations for both Batumi and Poti
ports (one- third to one-fourth of maximum capacity) – “understandably this is due to physical
geographical problems that those port experience yet it’s a challenge”
Infrastructure of the ports and around the ports, the airport, automobile, railways and road
networks are seen as one of the largest employers in the area. The largest share of that is the
maritime trade, docks, ships and the infrastructure surrounding it.
At least two interviewees mentioned railway infrastructure is also seen as one of the more
dated ones. Georgian Railways has renovated and bought new locomotives that have
maximum speed of 160 km/h but according to experts that is not possible due to conditions of
the rails. Similarly another interviewee said that five hours travel from Tbilisi to Batumi for
passengers is excessive and shaving off two hours, making it a three hour journey would be a
space for improvement.

GOVERNMENT

Georgia’s competitiveness in logistics and infrastructure is based on its positioning at the
crossroads of east-west trade routes and its situation on the Black Sea coastline, which is
largely promoted by the government at the various levels.
Logistics and infrastructural development is one of the few areas where there is consensus
between experts on state’s overarching regulatory role. Currently the state pays great
attention to infrastructural projects (roads, terminals, transport). There is however lack of
long-term planning which keeps private actors including large private corporations and
external state actors wary.
Financial Capital
Logistics, infrastructure and transport is seen as high risk - high reward business. “If the
portside trade develops, if the cargo actually will be there, if markets will be reached, there
will never be a problem with access to capital”. As opposed to tourism and agriculture where
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play a central role logistics and infrastructure is a field
where financial capital, banks, the state as an active actor and external foreign direct or indirect
investment are intertwined at a higher level.
“There may be great interest from the side of the global international financial institutions or
private institutions, this is because everyone knows that geographically Georgia is very
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conveniently located. But everyone is cautious because they don’t know what the
government’s strategy is”
Experts acknowledge government’s interest in infrastructure and logistics as key to economic
development in the loose model of development state. Some see government’s regulatory role
in creating overarching long term strategy documents and giving then other actors room to
work. In some cases government was seen as liability for business to make an infrastructural
investment. “For a while now we are talking that we need universal documents, long term
future oriented outlooks and strategies, but we often fail”.
When speaking of government policy, recurring topic between respondents was inconsistency.
Different and rapidly changing governments floating different ideas and priorities, some of
which are poorly defined in terms of infrastructure, are seen as a drawback.
One expert floated the idea of returning the ministry of transport. “It should not be seen as
some sort of a monster but a compact, smartly manned decision making body. On top of that
we need transport policy.
Nepotism in some fields like railways has been mentioned as hampering factor, specifically in
case of Georgian Railways; bureaucratic mechanisms that hang up seamless transfer of cargo
in Poti terminals was mentioned as another.
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES AND VALUE-CHAIN OF AGRICULTURE SECTOR IN
ZUGDIDI
FACTOR CONDITIONS

Physical environment and natural resources
According to the surveyed experts, the soil constitutes one of the most overriding factors for
the cultivation of agricultural crops and the development of the field in general. They note that
the soil structure in Zugdidi Municipality is suitable for the berry crops, hazelnuts, maize, citrus,
tea, as well as for the greenhouse farms. On the other hand, it is less and/or not suitable for
grapes, etc.
All the surveyed experts in the field of agriculture agree that climate conditions in the Zugdidi
Municipality are favorable for the development of agriculture. Particularly the existed humid
and moist climate is most suitable for the citrus, hazelnut, tee, and different crops of berries.
On the other hand, the experts consider the high level of dampness in Zugdidi Municipality as
a negative component of the existed climate conditions.
The majority of experts point out the problem regarding small lands, which represents one of
the most visible problems in Georgia and among others, constitute the hindering factor in
Zugdidi municipality. Moreover, land fragmentation is also an additional hindrance in this
regard: "First of all, similarly to the other regions of Georgia, the lack of lands is observed ... we
are known with small lands"
"Another obstacle, for instance, if someone wants to do something on a large area, they do
not have the possibility. When it is fragmented, they have land in different areas ... now I have
met many times to the farmers, who have the same similar situation, they have land, but in
different areas"
The experts also note that problems exist regarding land registration because this process is
not simple and for example, out of the difficult procedures most of the farmers still do not
have registered lands. One of the most challenging issues in terms of the land is that small
farmers need to replace their old-fashioned techniques with new and improved ones.
Furthermore, easy accessibility to the special mechanization is needed, which at present
constitutes a problem for its high price and a small number. In contrast to this, large
companies, which are investing in Zugdidi Municipality, purchase large areas of the lands:
"Ferrero has been here for a long time, in fact, Ferrero has founded a local company and now
it is a Georgian thing, but Ferrero makes the investment there."
The experts consider the geographical location of Zugdidi Municipality as an advantage.
According to the narratives, closeness of Zugdidi municipality to the Black Sea region is
favorable for its sea factor, which gives the opportunity to entrepreneurs to export their
agricultural production abroad.
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Agricultural Arable
land
land

Land under
permanent
crops

Land under natural
meadows and pastures

Georgia

1.19

0.60

0.34

3.40

Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti
Zugdidi City

0.71
0.05

0.45
0.03

0.37
0.09

0.71
0.03

Rest of Zugdidi

0.80

0.34

0.52

0.64

Table 4: Average agricultural land area operated by family holdings according to land use type (ha)
Source: GeoStat 2014

Agricultural Arable
land
land

Land
under Land under natural
permanent
meadows and pastures
crops

Georgia

1.37

0.71

0.40

3.83

Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti

0.87

0.50

0.53

0.85

Zugdidi City

0.05

0.03

0.09

0.03

Zugdidi

1.01

0.42

0.65

1.13

Table 5: Average agricultural land area operated by agricultural holdings according to land use type (ha)
Source: GeoStat 2014

The average
area of
operated
land

Average number of
operated parcels

The average area of
operated parcels

Georgia

51.33

4.07

12.63

Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti

67.39

4.03

16.71

Zugdidi City

-

-

-

Zugdidi

51.48

4.85

10.62

Note: "-" Magnitude nil.
Table 6: The average area of agricultural and non-agricultural land operated by agricultural enterprises
Source: GeoStat 2014

Infrastructure
Most of the surveyed experts indicate the road infrastructure as one of the most significant
components for the agriculture development in Zugdidi Municipality. Although, the road
infrastructure is not fully developed yet, during the recent years significant furtherance is
observed in its improvement. All these have a positive effect on the reduction of mobility time
between rural settlements (e.g. for the purpose of the product selling), ensures the
accessibility of the agricultural markets within the region or municipality. More specifically, the
easy access to the municipal or regional centers promotes the dissemination and sharing of
the needed information and knowledge. Last but not the least, well-developed road
infrastructure plays a vital role in implementing cultivation activities for agricultural crops,
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increases the accessibility to necessary techniques and supply stores for the agricultural
production.
"Not only market to sell the product, but the accessibility to the tractor and the fertilizer".
The irrigation system, which plays crucial role, is poorly developed in Zugdidi Municipality.
More precisely, water supply sources are damaged. The timely resolution of the problem is
hindered by the factor that it is unclear who is responsible for this particular problem: "The
irrigation system does not exist, the water supply sources are damaged, there are the same
problems, you cannot understand who owns it, state or municipality. No one is responsible for
this. In fact, the infrastructure which is needed for the development of agriculture is not
available".
Road infrastructure is also problematic: "Two things need to be developed, this could be roads
and irrigation system and also what will ensure the provision of harvesting ... roads are not
available in the villages". However, some respondents mention that situation is improved
compared to the previous years.
Limited access to the internet interrupts the process of obtaining as well as disseminating the
needed information in the field of agriculture. Namely, farmers do not have the possibility to
get the essential information regarding the field of agriculture, including new knowledge and
latest innovations.
The mentioned problem has become most evident after the "wave of innovations", which are
offered at this time for farmers and other interested individuals in the field of agriculture.
Particularly, through the internet, the interested individuals or organizations have the
opportunity to get plenty of advice to improve their agricultural activities, get acquainted with
new knowledge regarding the various types of agricultural crops, establish communication
with the representatives of the similar agricultural fields and exchange the approaches, engage
in the special groups established in social media to gain special knowledge regarding the
development of agricultural crops and etc. https://traktor.ge/; http://fermeri.ge/. "For me, it
is a little bit unclear how can the infrastructure follow the development of agriculture.
Conversely, the agriculture should follow the development of infrastructure".
Financial Capital
The experts place great emphasis on the affordable financial support programmes launched
by the international donor as well as state funding institutions to foster and support the
development of agriculture. Such support organizations provide wide range of grants to help
rural households so as to increase their yield and raise income in agriculture. For instance:
Agricultural Projects’ Management Agency (APMA) “USAID Zrda”, “Enterprise Georgia”, “The
Danish Refugee Council (DRC)”, “Plant the Future”, Program of Promoting Crop Production,
Program of Agri-production Promotion, „CNFA”, etc. Importantly, USAID Zrda is one of the
major donors in Samegrelo region, which mostly seeks to increase the productivity of farmers
and income from three main agricultural activities, such as vegetables, fruits, and bee products
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Importantly, Zrda is supporting farmer organizations, individual and cooperative producers to
elevate their standards, quality and gain relevant certifications to improve the competitiveness
of regional agricultural products on both domestic and international markets (ZRDA, 2018).
Notably, such supporting programmes encourage and bolster greatly the farmers who want to
expand and develop their agricultural activities. However, the experts also highlight, the need
of financial as well as the infrastructural co-participation of farmers as one of the primary
challenges in this process.
Herewith, experts express different perspectives towards the long-term agri-business’s loans.
Some of them consider that these kind of loans are available for the low percentage and
admittedly, in the case of a well-developed business initiative, access to needed loan is
increased. In contrast to this, few experts denote that the banks which are the main providers
of long-term agricultural loans are not oriented on the development of this field. This fact is
also attested by the high annual percentage rate for the loan recipients.
Human Resources
According to experts' opinions, there are a lot of problems in the field of human resources,
which impede the advancement and development of agriculture. It is noteworthy that the lack
of professional personnel in the field of agriculture is observed in the following issues:






Food Safety
Loss of traditional knowledge
Special knowledge in the usage of pesticides properly for the plants
The paucity of professional and competent agronomist
Lack of qualified veterinarians

RELATED AND SUPPORTING INDUSTRIES/INSTITUTIONS

Under the circumstances when experts specify the lack of the expertise of people inveigled in
the field of agriculture as one of the most significant problems, the inevitable importance of
consulting centers as a vital contributor for the development of agriculture is seen. According
to the surveyed experts, the effective and fruitful functioning of the few existed consulting
centers is caused by different factors, including the insufficient number as well as the
competence of employees, low accessibility to the centers in terms of their small number and
distance from the rural settlements.
Moreover, the experts note the need for additional scientific studies, which will act as a solid
baseline to create practical guidelines for various agricultural products. In this regard, the
availability of such literature materials is essential for the people operating in the field of
agriculture. Owing to the fact, that large companies engaged in agriculture have the possibility
to hire high experienced Agronoms, they do not face the above-mentioned difficulties to get
relevant consultancy.
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INTERNAL DEMAND

The demand for agricultural products is mainly from the tourism sector, namely, the primary
suppliers are hotels, food joints (cafes, restaurants) and/or visitors. The latter has a positive
influence on the furtherance of agriculture and particularly, facilitates the development of
organic agricultural products. The products that are tailored for tourists could have the great
potential to be exported: i) Georgian agricultural products are familiar to the consumers
abroad and already have loyal users; ii) it is tailored to the international market.
According to the experts, the interest towards quality products is increasing slowly in the local
consumers, albeit, most of them still do not or cannot pay attention to the issues such as the
originality of the product (imported, local). Such kind of demand does not contribute to the
creation of a high-quality local Georgian agricultural product. On the other hand, this fact can
have a negative impact on the demand and interest towards the production from international
consumers (the case of export), which draw great attention to the quality.
Rivalry
The key players in the agricultural products market include family farms, cooperatives, small,
medium and large agricultural enterprises as well as imported products. The competition on
the Georgian market has an ambivalent impact on the development of agriculture. It should
be emphasized, that the imported agricultural products are distinguished by the low prices,
thus local farmers are encouraged to develop their production processes in order to reduce
costs and at the time, increase the productivity (in terms of quality maintenance). Due to the
fact, that such a progress needs to mobilize large sums of financial and intellectual capital, their
attempts can end up with failure.
As mentioned above "underground" production constitutes one of the main challenges in the
agricultural markets of Zugdidi Municipality, which causes unfair price competition. Regarding
this, the government should propose additional regulations to overcome this problem.

GOVERNMENT

Based on the in-depth interview narratives, the experts often place emphasizes on the role of
State in the development of agriculture. In this process, the following dimensions were mainly
identified:






To develop a flexible insurance mechanism;
To intensify the accessibility to financial sources (reduction of percentage rate);
To support the export of agricultural products to the markets ;
To promote the land registration process ;
To facilitate the development of consulting and laboratory services as well as to
increase their accessibility (nowadays prices are high);
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To increase the availability of access to education in the field of agriculture, disseminate
the information, knowledge towards latest, innovative approaches for farmers;
To establish, upgrade the systematic strategies for the development of key factors in
the field of agriculture as well as provide their monitoring;
To support the local agricultural products (e.g. provide benefits/privileges for the hotels
and hotel-type establishments as well as for the stores, markets which will use and sell
Georgian products);
To ban and restrict Illegal production, support the entry of additional regulations.

One of the primary challenges in the agricultural production in Zugdidi Municipality is the unfair
price competition. Due to the fact, that the markets are full of low-cost and low-quality
agricultural products produced in “underground conditions”, high-quality production with its
appropriate price is unable to establish itself on the market and most importantly, to expand
the production. The registered organizations, which are willing to produce high-quality
products are required to carry out additional obligations, such as inspections for food safety,
provision of infrastructure and technologies in compliance with standards. Mentioned
procedures require additional finances, which as a result are reflected in the price of the
product.
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CONCLUSIONS
Georgia’s recent initiative to establish functional regions highlights the need to introduce new
type of spatial-economic planning practises to facilitate country’s further modernization and
increasing competitiveness of its cities at national and international market. The first
conclusion drawn from the results of the research is that none of the experts questioned a
possibility to establish the Black Sea Coast Functional Region; hence, there is a clear recognition
and acceptance of the introduction of such an operational territorial entity. Furthermore, the
experts reached agreement regarding general factors that influence the formation of the
region and its attraction centres and only some corrections were suggested to refine the
borders of the region. However, responses also suggest that, at the moment, the region is
under formation and, consequently its system, mostly internal linkages, is largely undeveloped
and fragile. Apparently, functional relations within the region, such as intra-regional flows, are
not robust and some connections across its borders, which are based on more traditional
linkages, are still intact. Thus, the region is not solemnly distinguished from other (e.g. formal)
regions yet.
Another interpretation is that experts understand the functional region as an area with a close
proximity to the Black Sea, rather than a system of settlements, which benefit from each other,
including specificity of the seaside settlements and ‘marine economy’. The responses show,
that the main factor defining the region was a proximity to capital market, which was identified
as 50 kilometre buffer zone from Batumi (as the major market place and port city) and Poti (as
a port city). However, for them (experts) availability of the port was not an important factor
when identifying the attraction centres. This duality suggests that the magnitude of the
attraction centres is currently not significant to cement the functional region. Instead of being
multi-level composite spatial system, BSCFR emerges as a mere combination/set of
settlements that share territoriality and some common properties (e.g. infrastructure), but do
not cooperate. This argument is supported by the fact that development visions portrayed in
existing municipal and regional strategies and plans do not build on each other’s’ strengths and
weaknesses, but rather are ignored or duplicated for adjacent territorial units.
Furthermore, the Soviet legacy on the one hand and the ubiquitous pressure to adopt western
planning practises on another, might be the reasons why the idea of the BSCFR was accepted
by the experts, even though that currently there is a limited evidence that the region is going
to come into existence. Soviet planning practise recognized a specific spatial-economic unit
“territorial-industrial complex” (Territorial’no-promshlennii complex, in Russian), which was a
primarily tool for planning production complexes, including weakly industrialized areas.
Needless to say, that this tool was primarily political and ideological, it overlooked market
principles, including locational advantages. It definitely functioned as a functional region,
however, was driven by a top-down policy, rather than a complex-adaptive nature of free
market. On the other hand, there is a risk that establishment of the functional region might be
an artificially facilitated activity to follow the western practices, where centuries of capitalist
development firmly linked production with mobility and generated regulatory tools to facilitate
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this linkage. Taking into account Georgia’s reality, it becomes obvious that even though there
is a development potential in the areas along the Black Sea Coast, it is not yet realized to the
extent of a region.
Another important aspect regarding the incomplete formation of functional region is its geopolitical location, which has changed dramatically over the last three decades. During the
Soviet period, there were several important clusters along the Black Sea Coast: Sochi and its
agglomeration, Abkhazia-Samegrelo coastline, and Adjara-Guria. The latter, having a
borderline with Turkey, was considered a ‘dead-end’ of the spatial development axis for
Soviets. Today, Batumi acts as an anchor point not only for Georgian, but also Turkish
settlements along the Northern coast. The importance of this cross-border exchange is
celebrated by a modernized check-point. On the other side of the Black Sea, Sochi
agglomeration also continue to thrive, being the most important vacation destination in Russia.
However, as one would expect, the conflict in Abkhazian Autonomous Republicnegatively
affected the development of area. This is of a particular importance for BSCFR, because Zugdidi
municipality, which is in fact a ‘border area’ with enclosed/barricaded breakaway region, now
is considered a part of the new functional region, previously had much stronger ties with
Abkhazia cluster. It is on the same railroad line and still maintains its connection with Gali
district in Abkhazian Autonomous Republic. Thus, Zugdidi and its adjacent areas are still
transitioning and undergoing structural changes towards new centers of gravitation such as
Poti and, especially, Batumi.
Taking into consideration these historical and geo-political factors, as well as responses from
the panel of the experts, it becomes clear what kind of dynamics BSCFR does manifest. Instead
of being a relatively balanced and well-consolidated region, it is rather loose space that actually
revolves around three main cities: Batumi, Poti and Zugdidi. At the same time, Batumi is being
the foremost solid attraction center, development of which is not questioned by the experts.
On the other hand, the future profile of Poti and Zugdidi is not particularly clear, even though
they were named to be primary attraction centers today. Even less probable is the
development of Anaklia, which probably could be attributed to political aspects of the project.
Furthermore, the spatial distribution of population, as well as concentration of specific
competitive industries show that the region has two main cores; one is Batumi-Poti urban
corridor, which focuses on tourism and logistics. The second one, however, is an emerging
system of Poti-Anaklia-Zugdidi. In this case, Anaklia should be understood as a binding node,
which links otherwise detached Zugdidi to the BSCFR.
The research of competitive advantages of the BSCFR attraction centers shows that their
competitiveness predominantly depends on the external environmental factors, such as
macroeconomic situation of the state, national income level, skilled labour, quality control
mechanisms and land policy.
Cities in the BSCFR rather compete than cooperate; they do not take into consideration
locational advantages, including the benefits from cooperation with neighboring
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municipalities. Zugdidi, which is competitive in agriculture sector, does not participate in the
Batumi tourism supply chain. However, Batumi and Poti compete on a different geographical
level and not to so much on a national, as international level, especially with cities from the
geographically closest region. It is worth mentioning that Black Sea Coast as a production and
transportation hub is more oriented on international businesses, rather than local enterprises.
For experts, availability of free economic and industrial zones in the city is not important factor
to increase its position as an attraction pole for capital and labor. It is argued, that industrial
areas and transportation hubs along the coast are almost entirely caught up by Global Value
Chains and are not considered to be a competitive advantage for the local firms.
Functional region and urban competitiveness are complex and profound topics and
investigating them using different methodologies or evaluating them from different
perspectives can generate different conclusions. The evaluation system for the Black Sea Coast
Functional Region, its attractive centres and their competitive advantages was built upon the
international experience and some adaptations were made to reflect on Georgia’s reality and
limitations during the process of data collection.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analyses above, in order to improve the existing competitiveness level of BSCFR
cities, a list of recommendations was developed. Those recommendations are presented in
two categories: the first one is more general and is concerned with the facilitation of the
development and governance of the BSCFR. While the second is focused on the improvement
of the competitiveness of the studied sectors: tourism, logistics and transportation, and
agriculture.
It should be highlighted that the BSCFR cities largely depend on the development of the
external factors, both inside the country and internationally. However, overall competitiveness
and development level of Georgia play the crucial role in the development of the region.
Macroeconomic situation of the state, national income level, and fiscal policy are argued to be
the essential external factors, steady development of which is necessary.
Taking into consideration the current state of the art in regional governance in Georgia, the
national government should initiate and lead the process at the first stage of formation of
BSCFR, but gradually delegate the responsibility to local governments and business
associations.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1: Developing an integrated vision for the Black Sea Coastal Functional Region
(BSCFR)
In order to facilitate the formation of BSCFR, it is crucial to develop an integrated approach to
the development of the region. The vision should be supported by the spatial plan and wellcoordinated competitiveness model, as well as robust financial mechanisms, to address the
uneven and sporadic development. It should establish a system of cities as suggested by the
World Bank Urbanisation Strategy (2013). This vision should be an umbrella document for the
local development strategies.
Recommendation 2: Fostering connectivity and mobility among BSCFR settlements
Mobility and connectivity are the key triggers of the functional region. Multi-level road
infrastructure and transportation system, including systemic public intercity transport, should
be developed. This does not necessarily mean construction of the new roads, but rather
ensuring suitability of the existing infrastructure to bear massive flows of transportation.
Consequently, a sustainable transportation plan should be developed. It should include
solutions for daily labour mobility, cargo transportation and tourists' flows among the different
attraction points of BSCFR.
Recommendation 3: Ensuring resilience of the natural environment and climate change
mitigation
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The most important competitive advantage of the BSCFR and its attraction centres is the Black
Sea coast itself and the unique landscape and climatic conditions of the area. Thus, protective
measures of the natural environment should be elaborated, including Integrated Coast
Management Strategy, solutions for rising sea-level (especially in Poti area), Climate Change
Mitigation Strategy, Landscape Protection Plans and Land Use General Plans.
Recommendation 4: Ensuring robust cooperation between state institutions, municipal
governments, and local actors
Development of the functional region depends on systemic, synchronised governance of the
available resources on the different levels by timely identifying the possibilities for
cooperation. Thus, the adaptable communication strategy and data exchange system should
be developed.
Recommendation 5: Strengthening the role of business and society organisations
Because the functional region is not a formal entity, the role of business and society
organisations should be strengthened. The flows of ideas and innovation should reinforce the
exchange of goods and labour in the region, providing cohesion of the business environment
for the firms.
Recommendation 6: Establishing data collection and monitoring (observatory) system
A functional region is a complex-adaptive system, which changes over time in both geographic
and socio-economic dimensions. Monitoring these changes is crucial to provide appropriate
data-based policy improvements. Moreover, current research is primarily based on qualitative
data, which should be supported by comprehensive quantitative analyses. Thus, the national
government should develop the indicator system to monitor economic performance of the
cities as well as labour mobility among them.
Recommendation 7: Ensuring capacity and skills development
Development of human resources should be a priority. Professional courses, as well as
vocational education, should be strengthened in all three studied sectors. The problem should
be addressed from both perspectives: 1) development of a high-standard educational
environment, and 2) advocating of the professions among youth. Besides, courses and training
in foreign languages for service personnel, and financial and juridical literacy for entrepreneurs
should be provided.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE THE COMPETITIVENESS OF TOURISM, TRANSPORTS, AND
LOGISTICS, AND AGRICULTURE SECTORS

Recommendations to increase the competitiveness of tourism sector in Batumi and BSCFR
Recommendation 1: Elaboration of Integrated Tourism Strategy for Batumi and BSCFR
The Integrated Tourism Strategy should be elaborated. It should include solutions for
diversification of products, possibilities to extend the seasonality and measures to attract
domestic tourists, which currently are underrepresented.
Recommendation 2: Developing hospitality industry guidelines, safety, and service standards
It is essential to develop service standards and guidelines for all the actors in the industry. The
guidelines should be well-disseminated and relevant training should be provided.
Recommendation 3: Providing adequate transportation and increasing accessibility
Transportation solutions for a high-tourist season should be elaborated. The action should
include designing solutions for intra-urban mobility as well as inter-city connections and
accessibility to tourist attraction points (national parks, protected areas, villages, and farms).
Recommendation 4: Initiating diversification of recreational and entertainment infrastructure
BSCFR has excellent potential for development of recreational and entertainment
infrastructure. Besides the possibilities to create various urban entertainment activities, the
region offers unique scenic experiences. Adequate infrastructure for hiking trails, landscape
view-points, stops, and shelters should be developed.
Recommendation 5: Promoting the use of internet technology
Training and guidelines on the use of modern internet technology for marketing should be
provided. The action should focus on dissemination of the information about available services,
simultaneously providing a tool to receive feedback from the customers on how to improve
the facilities and services.
Recommendation 6: Encouraging the consumption of local produce
Schemes to bring more local produce from BSCFR to tourist attraction centres should be
elaborated which means that regional and local tourism supply chains must be carefully
planned and implemented. In this regard, it is necessary to work closely with both producers
and service providers to ensure the stability of the supply chains.
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Recommendations to increase the competitiveness of the transport and logistics sector in
Poti and BSCFR
Recommendation 1: Developing a clear, consistent vision regarding Black Sea Coast Ports and
Terminals
With the new emerging centre and a deep-sea port in Anaklia, it becomes crucial to re-evaluate
traditional roles of the existing ports and terminals along the Black Sea Coast. The vision should
be incorporated into the local development strategies, as well as land use general plans to
ensure their coherence and consistency.
Recommendation 2: Encouraging capacity building and skills development
Professional educational programs, as well as vocational educational courses (including ecourses) in the logistics and supply chain management sector, should be elaborated and
marketed. Establishment of international partnerships to implement best practices in the local
logistics companies should be supported. Educated professionals should be recruited, job-fairs
and exhibitions should be organised.
Recommendation 3: Increasing efficiency of rail and port operation
The infrastructure should be upgraded, and well-equipped logistics centres should be
established. Also, a transparent and flexible operating system should be developed to reduce
bureaucratic mechanisms.

Recommendations to increase the competitiveness of the agriculture sector in Zugdidi and
BSCFR
Recommendation 1: Developing and enforcing agricultural land management tools
Farmers should receive assistance in regards to land registration procedures. Moreover, land
consolidation should be facilitated. It is essential to ensure integration of agricultural land use
plans into land registration programs to increase land productivity.
Recommendation 2: Improving access to finance and insurance
The new credit schemes and different agri-insurance products should be designed. The
measure should mainly focus on small and medium-size farms, rather than large enterprises.
However, the establishment of farmer's cooperatives and groups as a tool to increase access
to agricultural loans and insurance should be facilitated. In this regard, the financial literacy of
farmers should be improved through training and consultancy at information centres.
Recommendation 3: Improving access to modern mechanisation tools
Giving importance to traditional production technics, it is essential to ensure farmers' access
to modern technical appliances as well as other supplements.
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Recommendation 4: Enhancing access to knowledge and information
The programs to increase farmers’ access to knowledge and information should be developed.
Increasing access to the internet should be thought a priority. Moreover, information centres
should provide literature and training on the latest innovations, and they should contact
competent consultants, including veterinarians, agronomists, pesticides specialists, and other
key professionals. Ensuring public transportation from remotely located villages to information
centres should be a part of the program. Also, convenient, professional education programs,
as well as vocational educational courses (including e-courses), should be elaborated and
marketed.
Recommendation 5: Developing affordable consulting and laboratory services
Development of consulting and laboratory services should be facilitated. The services should
be accessible and affordable to small- and medium-sized enterprises. Additional scientific
studies which will act as a stable baseline to create practical guidelines for various agricultural
products should be supported. Likewise, documentation, transformation, and application of
traditional knowledge should be facilitated.
Recommendation 6: Increasing the role of communication and marketing
Communication channels and platforms to connect the representatives of the agricultural
sector with each other, as well as their customers, should be established. Different
merchandising and marketing schemes should be elaborated and offered to the farmers who
struggle with distributing their products.
Moreover, financial incentives to support the local agricultural products (e.g., provide
benefits/privileges for the hotels and hotel-type establishments as well as for the stores,
markets which will use and sell Georgian products) should be elaborated.
Recommendation 7: Ensuring food quality and safety control
Accessible and affordable food certification process should be facilitated. Training and
assistance (including financial incentives) to obtain certification should be provided.
Simultaneously, measures to ban and eradicate "underground" production should be
executed. Besides, the awareness-raising campaigns targeting various customers should be
implemented to facilitate responsible consumption.
Recommendation 8: Establishing efficient irrigation, drenage and waste management systems
The efficient and resilient irrigation, derange and waste management systems should be
designed and implemented. To ensure proper functioning of the systems transparent
management and ownership model should be elaborated. All rigid standards regarding quality
(such as water quality) and safety (such as sanitation norms) should be met.
Recommendation 9: Enhancing connectivity, developing inter-settlement logistics and
transportation
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In order to increase access to national and international markets, inter-settlement logistics and
transportation schemes should be developed and implemented. Simultaneously, schemes
should focus on increasing accessibility to arable land for tractors and other farm machines, as
well as spatial distribution of storage facilities.
Recommendation 10: Establishing data collection and monitoring systems
Data collection and monitoring system should be elaborated. It should include a diverse set of
indicators to provide a base for evaluation of the changes in natural conditions, as well as crops
productivity and market conditions. Besides, the action should include the development and
maintenance of an open-source platform.
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